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Abstract. Airway segmentation on CT scans is critical for pulmonary
disease diagnosis and endobronchial navigation. Manual extraction of air-
way requires strenuous efforts due to the complicated structure and vari-
ous appearance of airway. For automatic airway extraction, convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) based methods have recently become the state-
of-the-art approach. However, there still remains a challenge for CNNs to
perceive the tree-like pattern and comprehend the connectivity of airway.
To address this, we propose a voxel-connectivity aware approach named
AirwayNet for accurate airway segmentation. By connectivity modeling,
conventional binary segmentation task is transformed into 26 tasks of
connectivity prediction. Thus, our AirwayNet learns both airway struc-
ture and relationship between neighboring voxels. To take advantage of
context knowledge, lung distance map and voxel coordinates are fed into
AirwayNet as additional semantic information. Compared to existing ap-
proaches, AirwayNet achieved superior performance, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the network’s awareness of voxel connectivity.
1 Introduction
Pulmonary diseases, including chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD)
and lung cancer, pose high risks to human health. The standard computed to-
mography (CT) helps radiologists detect pathological changes. For tracheal and
bronchial surgery, airway tree modeling on CT scans is often considered a pre-
requisite. Meticulous efforts are required to manually segment airway due to its
tree-like structure and variety in size, shape, and intensity.
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Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 61572315, 61603248), IMR2018QY01,
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Several methods have been proposed for airway segmentation on CT images.
Van Rikxoort et al. [10] proposed a region growing method with adaptive thresh-
olding. Xu et al. [11] combined two tubular structure enhancement techniques
within the fuzzy connectedness segmentation framework. Lo et al. [6] designed
a learning-based approach that models airway appearance and utilized vessel
orientation similarity. In the EXACT’09 challenge, fifteen airway extraction al-
gorithms were summarized by Lo et al. [7]. Most algorithms adopted region
growing with additional constraints such as tube likeness. Although successfully
segmenting bronchi of large size, these conventional methods performed worse
on peripheral bronchi.
Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were increasingly used in
segmentation tasks [2,9]. For airway extraction, CNNs-based methods [1,3,4,8,
12] were developed and proved superior to previous methods in [7]. Charbon-
nier et al. [1] and Yun et al. [12] respectively used two-dimensional (2-D) and
2.5-D CNNs on already coarsely segmented bronchi to reduce false positives and
increase detected tree length. Meng et al. [8] embedded CNNs-based segmenta-
tion into the airway volume of interest (VOI) tracking framework. Jin et al. [3]
employed graph-based refinement on the probability output of CNNs. Juarez et
al. [4] designed an end-to-end CNN model with simple pre- and post-processing.
Despite their satisfactory performance, these methods did not specifically take
airway connectivity into consideration, leaving room for improvement.
In this paper, we propose AirwayNet, a CNNs-based approach for accurate
airway segmentation. Considering that the tree-like structure of airway is rather
complex and the prediction of airway candidates is prone to discontinuity, we
put emphasis on the connectivity of airway voxels. Unlike previous methods, we
do not directly train the network to classify foreground and background vox-
els. Instead, binary segmentation task is transformed into 26 tasks of predicting
whether a voxel is connected to its neighbors. Since airway voxels are stretching
from the main bronchus towards bronchiole end as a whole connected region, we
consider it a good solution to enable the model being aware of voxel connectivity.
Previous work on salient segmentation [5] demonstrated that connectivity model-
ing spontaneously encodes the relation between two pixels. Therefore, we design
a voxel connectivity-aware approach to better comprehend the inherent structure
of airway. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) The voxel
connectivity of airway is modeled using conventional binary ground-truth labels
to better serve the airway segmentation task. The proposed AirwayNet auto-
matically learns relationship between adjacent voxels and discriminates airway
from the background. For each voxel, the network predicts not only its proba-
bility of being airway but also its connectivity to neighbors. (2) To effectively
utilize wide-range context knowledge, voxels’ coordinates and their distance to
lung borders are leveraged by the model as additional semantic information. (3)
Trained using 20 cases and evaluated on 10 additional cases, AirwayNet achieved
the highest Dice coefficient and true positive rate of 90.2%, 84.7%, respectively,
compared to state-of-the-art methods.
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2 Method
In this section, we first introduce how to model voxel connectivity and transform
the segmentation problem into connectivity prediction problem. Then, details
about CT pre-processing and the 3-D CNNs-based connectivity prediction are
provided. Finally, we discuss the generation process of airway candidates. The
flowchart of the proposed AirwayNet is depicted in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed AirwayNet.
2.1 Connectivity Modeling Using Binary Ground-truth Labels
In a three-dimensional (3-D) CT, 26-connectivity describes well the relation
between one voxel and its 26 neighbors (see Fig. 2). Given a voxel P = (x, y, z)
and its neighbor Q = (u, v, w), the distance between P and Q is restricted by
d(P,Q) = max(|(x− u)|, |(y− v)|, |(z −w)|) ≤ 1, which means that Q is located
within a 3× 3 × 3 cube centered at P . We index neighbors Q from 1 to 26 and
denote each voxel pair (P,Qi), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 26} as a connectivity orientation.
Each orientation is encoded using a 1-channel binary label. If both P and Qi are
airway voxels, then the pair (P,Qi) is connected and the corresponding position
“P” on the i-th label is marked as 1. Otherwise, we mark 0 on the i-th label
to represent disconnected pair (P,Qi). By sliding such a 3 × 3× 3 window over
each voxel, we obtain 26 binary labels and concatenate them into a 26-channel
connectivity label. Zero padding is performed on CT volume borders to keep the
size of generated labels unchanged. Such connectivity label encodes both ground-
truth position and 26-connectivity relation between airway voxels. Note that all
operations are performed on conventional binary labels of airway ground-truth.
We do not require extra manual annotation for connectivity labels.
After modeling the 3-D connectivity, the original airway ground-truth label
is reformed, and the conventional segmentation task is then transformed into
26 connectivity prediction tasks. The objective here is to classify and merge
connected airway voxels along each connectivity orientation. An advantage of
decomposing one task into 26 different tasks is that multi-task learning strategy
helps the network learn more generalized features. These 26 tasks are correlated
in depicting voxel connectivity, so that our AirwayNet can extract essential and
robust features. Furthermore, the connectivity label emphasizes airway’s struc-
ture attribute. The network trained using such label is encouraged to grasp the
tree-like pattern of bronchial airway.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of 26-connectivity modeling. The binary ground-truth of airway
(Dim: 1×Z×H×W ) is transformed into a connectivity label (Dim: 26×Z×H×W ).
2.2 CT Volume Pre-processing
One challenge in airway segmentation is that the foreground voxels only occupy a
small proportion of all CT voxels. To avoid feature learning from irrelevant parts
(e.g., ribs and skin), we restrict the valid airway candidate region inside the lung
area. To extract lung mask, each CT slice is first filtered with a Gaussian filter
(σ = 1) and binarized with a threshold (−600 Hounsfield unit). The connected
component analysis is applied to remove unconfident candidates and the largest
two components are chosen as left and right lungs, respectively. To avoid under-
segmentation, we replace the lung area by its convex hull on each slice if the
convex hull has 50% more area. We also perform Euclidean distance transform
on the lung mask to calculate the distance map. Each voxel on the distance
map records its minimum distance to the lung border. We add such map into
the network because the airway’s relative position to lung border is considered
anatomically meaningful. To prepare for network training, CT voxel intensity is
clipped by a window [−1000, 600] (HU) and normalized to [0, 255]. Due to the
limit of GPU memory, the bounding box of lungs is further cropped into smaller
cubes using a sliding window technique. The cropped size is 32× 224× 224 and
the sliding stride is [8, 56, 56]. Such cubes include abundant context knowledge
for our model to distinguish between the airway and the background.
2.3 Connectivity Prediction Based on 3-D CNNs
Given a cropped CT cube, the objective is to use 3-D CNNs to predict voxel
connectivity of the cube. The proposed AirwayNet (see Fig. 3) is based on the
U-Net [2] backbone. Our full 3-D architecture captures more spatial information
than the 2-D or 2.5-D CNNs used in [1, 12] and is more suitable for learning
the bronchial continuity and branching patterns. The AirwayNet consists of a
contracting path and an expansive path with four resolution scales. At each
resolution scale, the contracting path has two convolution layers (Conv) with
batch normalization (BN) and rectified linear unit (ReLU), followed by a max-
pooling layer. In the expansive path, finer features from lower resolution scale are
linearly upsampled first and then concatenated with coarse features from skip
connection to preserve details of thin bronchi. Since airway voxels are distributed
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within the large thoracic cavity, extra semantic information other than grayscale
intensity is considered beneficial for the model to classify airway voxels. Here
we use voxel coordinates and lung distance map, and concatenate them with
features on the expansive path at the last scale. The sigmoid function is applied
on the predicted connectivity cube to obtain probability distribution. We use
the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) loss to optimize our AirwayNet. For each
voxel x in the cropped cube X , given its label yi(x) and prediction probability
pi(x), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 26}, the total connectivity loss is defined as the averaged DSC
loss over all channels:
L = 1−
1
26
26∑
i=1
2
∑
x∈X pi(x)yi(x)∑
x∈X(pi(x) + yi(x)) + ǫ
, (1)
where ǫ is used to avoid division by zero.
2.4 Airway Candidates Generation
The final step is to generate airway candidates based on the predicted connectiv-
ity cube. First, a threshold t = 0.5 is used to binarize prediction results. Here we
consider that pairwise voxels should agree with each other in connectivity. For
example, if voxel P is connected to its neighbor Q14 (see Fig. 2), then voxel P on
the 14-th connectivity channel is marked as 1. Meanwhile, on the 13-th channel,
voxel Q14 is marked as 1 because P is also at the position “Q13” of the 3× 3× 3
neighborhood of Q14. The connectivity between P and Q14 is coded in both the
13-th and the 14-th channels. Therefore, we only keep voxels that comply with
such pairwise agreement. Then, channel-wise summation is performed on the
connectivity cube and those non-zero voxels are marked as airway candidates.
The segmentation results are multiplied with the lung field mask to filter out
false positives. Finally, we follow [3] to apply fuzzy connectedness segmentation
on the generated candidates to consolidate the bronchial distal ends.
3 Experiments and Results
The experiment dataset contains 30 chest CT scans. All CT axial slices have
the same size of 512×512, with a pixel spacing ranging from 0.5 to 0.781 mm.
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Fig. 3. The architecture of the 3-D CNNs used in the proposed AirwayNet. The number
of channels is denoted above each feature map.
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Table 1. Comparison of airway segmentation results (%) on 10 chest CT scans.
Case
AirwayNet Jin et al. [3] Juarez et al. [4]
DSC TPR FPR PPV DSC TPR FPR PPV DSC TPR FPR PPV
1 92.4 86.5 0.003 99.2 90.4 84.4 0.010 97.2 91.0 83.8 0.002 99.5
2 87.5 78.5 0.003 98.8 73.8 60.8 0.011 94.0 76.9 62.6 0.000 99.8
3 91.1 85.3 0.004 97.7 88.9 83.1 0.008 95.6 91.1 84.6 0.002 98.8
4 82.9 73.1 0.009 95.7 79.6 66.5 0.002 99.1 70.8 55.6 0.004 97.4
5 90.8 86.2 0.015 95.9 90.6 85.3 0.012 96.6 89.3 81.4 0.003 99.1
6 91.5 89.2 0.025 94.0 84.5 88.3 0.091 81.0 92.3 87.9 0.012 97.1
7 90.6 87.6 0.025 93.7 88.2 85.3 0.034 91.2 90.3 85.1 0.014 96.2
8 91.7 88.9 0.017 94.7 86.4 88.1 0.054 84.8 90.2 86.5 0.018 94.2
9 93.1 88.8 0.009 97.8 90.5 84.3 0.009 97.7 85.9 75.9 0.004 98.9
10 90.4 83.2 0.003 98.9 88.2 79.3 0.002 99.4 88.3 79.4 0.001 99.5
Mean 90.2 84.7 0.011 96.6 86.1 80.5 0.023 93.7 86.6 78.3 0.006 98.1
Std. 2.8 4.9 0.008 1.9 5.2 8.9 0.027 5.9 6.7 10.3 0.006 1.7
The slice thickness varies from 0.5 to 1.0 mm. These scans were acquired using
different scanners, protocols, dose level, and reconstruction kernels. The dataset
contains cases from both healthy volunteers and patients with severe pulmonary
diseases (e.g., emphysema and pneumonia). The ground-truth labels of airway
were annotated and screened by well-trained experts for verification. We ran-
domly chose 20 CT scans for training and fine-tuning hyper-parameters. Our
approach was evaluated on the remaining 10 scans.
During training, cropped cubes were augmented on-the-fly via random hori-
zontal flipping, with a probability of 0.5. We densely sampled cubes near airway
region and discarded cubes near lung border randomly. This results in around
5000 training samples for each epoch. The Adam optimizer (β1 = 0.5, β2 =
0.999) was used and the learning rate was set to 10−4. The training converged
after 15 epochs. Our AirwayNet was implemented in Keras with 4 NVIDIA Titan
Xp GPUs. During testing, the stride of the sliding window was [16, 128, 128] and
the prediction results were averaged on overlapping margins. Four evaluation
metrics were used: (a) Dice coefficient (DSC), (b) True positive rate (TPR), (c)
False positive rate (FPR), and (d) Positive predictive value (PPV).
We compared our AirwayNet with two state-of-the-art approaches, Jin’s
method [3] and Juarez’s method [4]. They both employ 3-D CNNs with a slid-
ing window technique for airway extraction. In Table 1, it is observed that our
method achieved the highest DSC and TPR of 90.2%, 84.7%, respectively, with
the comparable FPR of 0.011% and PPV of 96.6%. The smallest standard devi-
ation of DSC and TPR was achieved by AirwayNet, confirming its robustness.
With lower DSC, TPR, and FPR but higher PPV, Juarez et al. [4] segmented
more conservatively than AirwayNet and the proposed method slightly tended to
classify background voxels as airway. But our TPR is 6.4% higher than theirs on
average, meaning that more airway voxels were detected by AirwayNet. In addi-
tion, qualitative results of the proposed AirwayNet are shown in Fig. 4, together
with its comparison with [3, 4]. Owing to connectivity modeling, our method
enriched details of segmented peripheral bronchi. In contrast, more holes and
cracks appear on the predicted bronchial airway of other methods.
We also conducted ablation study (see Table 2) to validate whether each com-
ponent of the proposed method is useful. Compared to AirwayNet without Conn
and D&C, the slightly higher FPR and lower PPV of AirwayNet may be due
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Fig. 4. Comparison of airway segmentation results. Local bronchial branches are high-
lighted with circles and zoomed in to better see performance difference.
to the introduction of connectivity modeling and semantic information, making
the model more sensitive and perceptive to airway than background. Meanwhile,
the improvement in DSC and TPR proves that it is worthwhile to enable the
model being aware of connectivity and semantic knowledge. Furthermore, the
application of fuzzy connectedness segmentation links the tiny bronchial ends
together, improving the DSC and TPR by 0.1%, 0.3% on average, respectively.
These three components do contribute to the performance improvement.
According to Table 1 and Fig. 4, our AirwayNet clearly improves the con-
nectivity and shape reconstruction of airway but is not yet 100% perfect, mainly
due to the fact that the used training samples did not reflect all the situations
including weak intensity contrast between airway lumen and wall, blurring from
low quality imaging, and pathological changes of pulmonary diseases.
4 Conclusion
This paper proposed a CNNs-based approach, AirwayNet, for airway segmen-
tation on CT scans. It explicitly learns voxel connectivity to perceive airway’s
inherent structure. By connectivity modeling, conventional segmentation task
is transformed into 26 tasks of connectivity prediction, with each task classi-
fying airway voxels along a certain connectivity orientation. The lung distance
Table 2. Results (%) of ablation study of AirwayNet (mean±standard deviation). The
Conn, D&C, and FCS represent connectivity modeling, distance map & coordinates,
and fuzzy connectedness segmentation, respectively. Note that without Conn, the task
of AirwayNet becomes a common segmentation task and the network is directly trained
to output binary masks of airway.
Methods DSC TPR FPR PPV
AirwayNet w/o Conn 87.1±6.4 79.3±9.6 0.007±0.008 97.6±2.5
AirwayNet w/o D&C 88.4±5.4 81.6±8.7 0.009±0.009 97.1±2.1
AirwayNet w/o FCS 90.1±2.8 84.4±4.9 0.011±0.008 96.8±1.9
AirwayNet 90.2±2.8 84.7±4.9 0.011±0.008 96.6±1.9
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map and voxel coordinates are introduced as additional semantic information
to better utilize context knowledge. Experimental results corroborated the two
main strengths of AirwayNet: (1) the model’s attention paid on the connectiv-
ity of airway structure and (2) the extra knowledge about voxels’ position and
their distance to lung borders. Consequently, the performance improvement is
achieved on peripheral airway segmentation. In the future, the proposed method
could further be improved by working on (1) the adoption of generative adver-
sarial networks to produce various training samples to improve robustness on
unhealthy patients’ scans and (2) the exploration of specific enhancement mech-
anisms for thin bronchus details in low quality CT scans to improve performance.
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